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       The main objective of this thesis is to study the concept of almost 

automorphic points and almost periodic points in random dynamical systems 

in a metric structure. In the first part, the random almost periodic point was 

defined with some characteristics where a relationship was found between 

this concept and some concepts such as the random periodic point, the 

random fixed point, and the minimal random sets. Also in this part, the 

random almost periodic motion was defined, and we reached a relationship 

between the two concepts. In the second part, the random automorphic 

points were defined with some characteristics and a relationship was found 

between this concept as well as previous concepts such as minimal random 

sets and the random periodic point. 
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Introduction  

 

 

       

 

     We study almost periodic and almost automorphic points in random 

dynamical systems. Since its inception in the 1920s, the theory of almost 

periodicity has fueled the advancement of harmonic analysis on groups as 

well as the creation of topological and smooth dynamical systems. 

S. Bochner established the concept of almost automorphy in a differential 

geometry work in 1955[8].J. de Vries (1993)[12] define almost periodic 

points and their properties, as well as proof and their relationships with 

ideas. Almost periodic motion is defined by N. Bhatia and G. Szego (1970) 

[6] We've discussed a few of the properties. J. Egawa (1984)[13] define an 

almost automorphic point and discuss the relationship between it and a 

minimal set. Return to J. de Vries (1993)[12] for a discussion of the link 

between almost periodic and almost automorphic points. There are 

numerous studies in RDS, which was discussed before  J. von Neumann and 

S.M. Ulam (1945)[23]. L. Arnold and I.D. Chueshov (1998)[3] developed a 

general concept of an order-preserving random dynamical system, provided 

various instances, and discussed the properties of their random equilibrium 

and attraction. 

S.H. Abd and I.J. Kadhim(2014) [1] uses an old random dynamical system 

to construct a new one. The product of two random dynamical systems, 

which is likewise a random dynamical system, is one of the most important 

of them. These methods will be really beneficial. These tools will be critical 
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for a thorough examination of the random dynamical system. I.J. Kadhim 

(2016)[15] new branches of these sets are defined in RDSs, such as the 

minimal random set, and he analyzes some significant ideas about random 

sets in RDSs, arguing certain new qualities of these sets and definitions of 

various new branches of sets in RDSs and defines of random fixed points in 

a random dynamical system by describing the characteristics of random 

static points in terms of the randomized trajectory that emerges from a 

random variable. The concept of random periodic points is also addressed 

for random dynamical systems, in which the circumstances under which 

random variables occur are investigated. For random dynamical systems, 

random periodic points are also explored, which examines the necessary and 

sufficient requirements for random variables to become random periodic 

points. 

The following are objectives of this thesis: 

1- Study some properties of almost periodic points in RDS. 

2- Study some properties of almost automorphic points in RDS. 

3- Studying the relationship between these two concepts. 

Thesis Construction consists of three chapters. Chapter one consists of 

five sections. Section one contains some definitions and theorems of 

topological space and measure theory. In the second section, MDS is defined 

here, along with a few properties. Definitions and instances of RDS are 

provided in the third section. In section four, created a new random 

dynamical system from another old one. Finally, in the fifth section, we 

mentioned the random set definition with some examples. Chapter two 

consists of six sections. In Section one, the trajectories of RDS are described 

in terms of measurable properties. There is a discussion of random periodic 

points and random fixed points in the second section. In the third section, we 

study the concept of an Omega-Limit set in RDS and discuss some of the 
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properties of such systems. In the section four, the concept of minimal set in 

RDS with some properties. In the section five, we study the concept  of an 

almost periodic point in RDSs, as well as some of its properties. In the 

section sixth, we define almost periodic motion in RDS and prove various 

properties. 

Chapter three consists of three sections. In Section One, we study the 

concept of an almost automorphic point in RDSs, along with proofs of 

several properties, In the second section, we study the relationship between 

random almost automorphic point and a minimal random set. In the third 

section, we study the relationship between random almost automorphic 

points and random almost periodic points. 
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Chapter One 

Some facts on Random Dynamical Systems 

 

           

 

 

      Many phenomena in physics, biology, economics, meteorology, and 

other fields are modeled using random dynamical systems. And, rather than 

compensating for flaws in deterministic models, random effects frequently 

reflect essential features of these events. The discovery that the solutions of 

stochastic ordinary differential equations generate a cocycle over a metric 

dynamical system that models randomness, i.e. This chapter is divided into 

five sections. We state some definitions and theorems from measure theory 

and topological spaces that are required in section 1. The definition is given 

in section 2 of MDS. In section 3, we define RDS and discuss some of its 

fundamental features. We'll recreate the concept of generating random 

dynamic systems in section 4 with some new core properties.` In Section 5, 

we'll study a random set. 
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1.1 Elementaries:  

     This section contains some definitions and theorems of topological space 

and measure theory. 

 

Definition1.1.1[14,17,24]:  

      A topological space       is compact if and only if each open cover of  

  has a finite sub cover. 

 

Definition1.1.2[14,17,24]:  

      A topological space       is locally compact if and only if each point 

has at least one compact neighborhood. 

 

Definition1.1.3[14,17,24]:  

     A topological space       is   -space if and only if given any pair of 

distinct points   and   of    there exist two open sets one  containing   but 

not  , and the other containing   but not  , that is, there exist open sets   

and   such that     but     and     but    . 

 

Definition1.1.4[14,17,24]: 

       A topological space       is Hausdorff space(  -space or separated 

space) if and only if whenever   and    are distinct points of the space there 

exists disjoint neighborhoods of   and   .   

 

Definition1.1.5[14,17,24]:  

       A topological space       is Regular if and only if for each point   and 

each neighborhood   of   there is a closed neighborhood   of   such that 

   . 
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Definition1.1.6[14,17,24]:  

      A topological space       is called   - space if  regular and   -space.  

 

Definition1.1.7[16]:  

           A topological space       is a completely metrizable if it admits a 

compatible metric   such that       is complete. A separable completely 

metrizable space is called polish. 

 

Definition1.1.8[14,17,24]: 

        A sequence {  } in        is said to converge to a point    in   iff it is 

eventually in every neighborhood of     and we then say    is a limit point 

of the sequence and write      . 

 

Definition1.1.9[14,17,24]:  

     A space        is said to be sequentially compact if every sequence in it 

has a convergent subsequence. 

Definition 1.1.10[23]:  

        “A function   from a topological space   to and other topological space 

  is said to be continuous if the inverse image of every open set in   under   

is open  . And is said to be homeomorphism if   is bijective and      are 

continuous.  In addition,   is said to be open if the image under   of every 

open set in   is also open in  .””  

Corollary1.1.11[12]:  

        If      and   are topological spaces and         is a continuous 

mapping and let   and   are compact subsets of   and   respectively, then 

                           , consequently 

                                            . 
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Definition1.1.12 [5,7]: 

       Assume   is a collection of subsets of another set  . “If       and   

are closed under complementation and finite union, then   is called a field 

(the name algebra is frequently used).   is called   -filed (the phrase   -

algebra is frequently used) when "closed under finite union" is replaced with 

"closed under countable union." When   is   -filed, the pair       is 

referred to as measurable space, and the sets of    are referred to as 

measurable sets”. 

 

Theorem1.1.13[5,7]: 

       “Assume   is a set of subsets of another set  . Then there's a smallest 

   –filed  , which includes  .   is the   -filed generated by  , so we write 

        , and   is referred to as a generator for  . 

 

Remarks1.1.14[5,7]:  

(i) A generator is not unique. 

(ii) If           and          , then              . 

Theorem1.1.15[5,7]: 

        Assume        is a measurable space. If          be any function, 

then the collection     {                }is a   -filed on   and thus 

       is a measurable space. The   -filed   is known as   -filed induced 

by  .” 

 

Theorem1.1.16[5,7]: 

      Let         , and let   be a class of subsets of  . Then 

                          , where            {              } ” 
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Definition1.1.17[5,7]: 

        A measure on a   –filed   is non-negative, extended real-valued 

function   on   such that whenever         comprise a finite or countably 

infinite collection of disjoint sets in  , we get,    ⋃        ∑          . If 

      ,   is known as a probability measure.  

Definition1.1.18 [5,7]: 

       A measure space is a triple         where   is a set,   is a  -filed of 

subsets of  , and   is a measure on   . If   is a probability measure,         is 

called a probability space. We shall denote to the probability space by        . 

 

Definition1.1.19[5,7]: 

        Consider the topological space      . The   -filed formed by the 

topology   is known as Borel   -filed and the sets included within it are 

known as Borel sets. 

 

Corollary1.1.20 [5]:  

       Let       be a measurable space and       , not be non- measurable 

subsets. Consider the following inclusion map          , where     

      . The  -filed induced by   is given by”      {              }  

which is referred to as the trace   -filed on   .  If          then       

 {            }      

 

Definition1.1.21[5,7]: 

        “Let         and         be two measurable spaces. A function 

           is said to be       -measurable if             for each 

     .”  
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Proposition1.1.22 [5,7]:  

      “(a) It is suffices that             for every        where    s a class 

of subsets of   , such that           . (b) A bijective measurable 

functions inverse is also measurable.”  

Definition1.1.23 [5,7]: 

        “If       is measurable space and           ( or   ̅̅ ̅̅ ),   is said to be 

Borel measurable [ on       ] if   is  ,       –measurable. If   is a Borel 

subset of    (or   ̅̅ ̅̅ ) and we use the term " Borel measurable," we always 

assume that      .” 

 

Definition1.1.24 [5,7]: 

         “A continuous map            is Borel measurable: If   is class of 

open subsets of   , then        is open, hence belongs to       for each 

     . If         is a measure space, the terminology " is a Borel 

measurable on         " means that    is Borel measurable on       and μ 

is a measure on  .” 

Theorem1.1.25[5,7]:  

         A composition of measurable functions is measurable. 

 

Definition 1.1.26[5,7]:  

          The   -algebra   formed by rectangles of the pattern        , with 

        for          is the produce   -algebra   on        . The product 

measure can then be defined          on        .” 
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Theorem1.1.27[5,7]:  

         Let            and            be two probability spaces, then there 

exists a unique probability measure   on        , equipped with the 

product   -algebra   such that for all         and        , we have 

                                                 . 

 

Definition 1.1.28[9]: If there exists a positive number     such that 

            for all    , a subset     is said to be relatively 

dense in  . .Where          {           }. 

1.2 Metric Dynamical Systems: 

     “In this section the definition of MDS given in [4,10] is stated in terms.”  

Definition 1.2.1[4,10]: 

         “Five-tuple             is named a metric dynamical system 

 (MDS) if         is a probability space and”                                                               

(1)         is            measurable,  

(2)                  

(3)                                    

(4)              ,       ,     . 

It is worth noting that we write         in either the form         

(as a function of two variables) or the form    . 

The term "metric" does not refer to a distance function; rather, it refers to the 

fact that a measurement is involved. 

     In practice, the use of metric dynamical systems to model external 

perturbations assumes implicitly that the external influence is fixed in some 

way. That is, we do not consider possible transient (random) processes in the 

environment, assuming that all of these processes have been completed 

before we begin to observe the dynamics of our system.  
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This is also the reason why we think of MDS in terms of two-sided time. It is 

worth noting that any one-sided MDS (with time  ) has a natural two-sided 

extension.” 

 

1.3 Random Dynamical Systems: 

      The definition of a random dynamical system is given in this section, 

along with some basic attributes of such a system.  

 

Definition 1.3.1 (Random Dynamical System) [4]: 

    “A measurable random dynamical system on the measurable space 

         over  (or covering, or extending) an MDS             with 

time is a mapping          , with the following properties:  

(i) Measurability:   is              measurable.  

(ii) Cocycle property: The mappings                      form  

          a cocycle over     , i. e. they satisfy:  

          ,        ,     .                                                         (1.1)                                                                                   

                              ,                  .  (1.2)                   

        In the absence of “ambiguity, the RDS is denoted by     rather than 

           . It is important to note that that axiom (1.1) of definition 

(1.3.1) is not redundant. However, if the mappings             are 

known to be invertible, (1.2) implies (1.1).  It is very helpful to imagine an 

RDS move on the (trivial) bundle    , as shown in Fig. 1.1: while   is 

shifted by the dynamical system   in time   to the point       on the base 

space  , the cocycle        moves the point   in the fiber { }    over   

to the point         in the fiber {     }    over      . On this bundle, 

the cocycle property is also clearly” "visible".  
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Figure 1.1 A random dynamical systems as an action on bundle [4].  

Definition 1.3.2 (continuous RDS) [4]: 

      “A continuous or topological RDS over the MDS             is a 

measureable RDS that satisfies, in addition, the following property : The 

function                ,               , is continuous for each 

   . 

 

Definition 1.3.3(Tempered Random Variable) [4]:   

      A random variable          is Said to be tempered with respect to 

the MDS   if for the associated stationary stochastic process             

the invariant set for which       
 

 
               . 
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Theorem 1.3.4 (RDS Basic Properties with Two-Sided Time) [4].  

Assume   is a group (i.e.     or  ).     

(i)  “Let   be a measurable RDS on a measurable space       over   .  Then 

for each          ,         is a bimeasurable bijection of       

and” 

                     for each           ,                  (1.3)      

or,  equivalently,  

                        for each          .               (1.4)   

Moreover,  the mapping                      is measurable. 

(ii) Let    be  a continuous  RDS on  a topological space  . Then for each     

            we have                . If   

(1)     , or  

(2)     and     is a topological manifold,  or  

(3)     and     is a compact Hausdorff space, then       

          is  continuous  for each    . 

Remark 1.3.5[4]: 

(I) Surprisingly, under the assumptions of part (ii) of the preceding theorem, 

the function                          is continuous in  , despite 

the fact that         was assumed to be only measurable in  .   

(II)  Let    be a continuous  RDS  with time    .  If    is  not locally 

Euclidean or compact Hausdorff we can in general not conclude 

that                               is continuous. This is due to 

the appearance of the shift operator      in formula (1.3.3) for the inverse. 

This           ,           is continuous. still could conclude 

that        is a  homeomorphism. In fact, this weaker assumption 
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suffices for most things we do with continuous RDS. The reason we stay 

with the stronger version of a  topological  RDS as given in Definition 

1.3.2 is that we automatically obtain such continuous RDS when solving 

random or stochastic differential equations.” 

Definition 1.3.6 (Equivalence of RDS) [10]: 

        “Let     ) and         be two RDS over the same MDS   with phase 

spaces    and    respectively. These RDS         and        are said to be 

(topologically) equivalent (or conjugate) if  there exists a mapping 

   :   ×        with the properties : 

(i) The mapping             is a homeomorphism from    onto     for 

          every      . 

(ii)  The mappings       ( ,    ) and        ( ,   ) are measurable 

for every         and       . 

    (iii)  The cocycles    and    are cohomologous, i.e. 

                   ( ,  ,   ( ,   ))     (    ,    ( ,  ,  )) for any       .  

Theorem 1.3.7[4]:  

                  is a homeomorphism, for each           .  

 

1.4Generating a Random Dynamical System: 

      In this section, we'll a new random dynamical system from an old one.  

 

Definition1.4.1[24]: 

       If the following requirement is met, “the action of the metric dynamical 

system   is said to be a fiber preserving action with regard to surjective 

measurable mapping   of a measurable space   onto the measurable 
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space  : If                 , then                           for all 

        and     .” 

 

Definition1.4.2[1]:  

         Let   be a “metric random dynamical system,   be a locally compact and 

         be a surjective map. Then        is said to be acts constantly on 

every point of   if”                 ,  ) for all                 and        

Theorem1.4. 3[1]:  

         “Let       be a random dynamical system,   be a locally compact 

topological,    be measurable space,          and          be surjective 

open continuous maps,           be surjective measurable function. If 

       is acts constantly on every point of    and   is fiber preserving 

action with regard to  , then       is a random dynamical system with 

(1)          being a probability space with              defined by 

                          for every      .” 

(2) The action              is defined by 

            ̅                for each    ̅         . 

(3) The mapping                  is defined by 

            ̅                   for each    ̅              . 

 

Theorem 1.4.4[1]:  

       If                 and                 “are random dynamical 

systems, then their product is also random dynamical.”       
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1.5 Random Sets in Random Dynamical System:  

      This section looks at the random, which is one of the most important 

instruments in the study of  RDSs. Can be credited with inventing the modern 

concept of a random set. A.N. Kolmogorov's landmark book [18] (originally  

published in 1933), in which he laid out the fundamentals of probability theory.  

  assumed the Polish space in this section. The set         {             

  }    is known as the(    section) of  . Let                , be a 

function that returns values that are subsets of  . A function of this type is 

identified by its graph             {                  }     . In 

contrast, every subset           defines such a function via       . 

 

Definition 1.5.1[2,4,10]: 

        “Let       be a measurable space and       be a metric space ,which is 

considered a measurable space with Borel  - algebra     . The set-valued 

function                , is said to be a random set if for each      

The function            is measurable. If      is connected closed 

(compact) for all    , it is called a random connected closed(compact) set.” 

 

Definition1.5.2 (Tempered Random Set) [10]:  

      A random set {    } is said to be tempered with respect to MDS    

        {        }  if there exists a random variable      and an element 

      such that        {                }  for all        and      is a 

tempered random variable with respect to  . In another meaning 

      {              }    , for all       and        A random variable 

     with values in   is said to be tempered if the one point random set {    } 

is tempered. 
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Proposition 1.5.3[4]: 

Let the set-valued function          take values in the subspace of 

closed subsets of a Polish space  . Then:” 

(i) “  is a random closed set if and only if for all open sets       the 

set {          } is measurable.” 

(ii) “If   is a random closed set then               .” 

The property of   being a random closed set is thus slightly more powerful than 

          being measurable and      being closed.”  

Example 1.5.4 (Random Sets Made Up of Random Points) [21]: 

1. Single    { } is a random closed set. 

2. “A ball         with center   and radius  is a random closed set if   

is a random vector and   is a non-negative random variable. If the joint 

distribution of       depends on a certain parameter, we obtain a 

parametric family of distributions for random balls.” 

3. “A random closed set produced from the convex hull of {        }is a   

random triangle. Similarly, it is possible to consider random polytopes 

that appear as convex hulls of any (fixed or random) number of points in     

     the Euclidean space.” 

Example1.5.5 (Random Sets Related to Deterministic and Random 

Functions) [10]: 

1. “Let        be a deterministic function, and let  be a random   

variable. If  is continuous, then    {        }is a random set. 

If  is upper semi continuous, i.e.                    for all 

 , then   {        } is closed and so also defines a random 

closed set. Its  distribution is determined by the distribution of  and 

the choice of  . In these both case   can be obtained as the inverse 

image of a random set, for example, as     { }  or             .    
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2. Let          , be a real-valued stochastic process. If  has      

continuous sample paths, then {        } is a random closed set. 

If  has almost surely upper semi-continuous sample paths, then the 

excursion set {        } the hypograph {                

 } are random closed sets..   

            

Example 1.5.6 (Ball at Random) [10]: 

Let     . Assume that        is a random variable and      is a 

random vector from   . Then the set-valued function 

       {  ‖      ‖      } 

is a random compact set. Here ‖ ‖ is the Euclidean distance in   . This truth 

comes from the formula                

     (      )  {
                                              
‖      ‖                 

 

which implies that      (      )     {  ‖      ‖      }. It is also 

clear that    (    )  {  ‖      ‖      } is a random (open) set. 

 

Proposition 1.5.7[21]: 

(i) If   is a random closed  set, then  so is   ̅̅ ̅̅ , the closure of    .  

(ii) If   is a random open set, then  ̅ is a random closed set. 

(iii) If   is a random closed set, then       , the interior of  , is a random 

open set. 

(iv) If    and    are random compact sets, then so is      . 
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Definition ( Invariance Property) 1.5.8 [10]: 

         Let       be a measurable  RDS and a multifunction          is    

         said to be: 

(i) Forward invariant with respect to       if             

        for all       and         i.e. If          implies 

                     for all       and        

(ii) Backward invariant with respect to       if             

        for all       and      , i.e. for every             

and            there exists          such that            . 

(iii) Invariant with respect to      , if                      

for all       and       , i.e. if it is both forward and 

backward invariant. 

 

Proposition 1.5.9 [10,21]: 

(I) Let       be a measurable RDS. Then 

(1)  Arbitrary unions and intersections between invariant sets are also 

invariant. 

(2)    is invariant if and only if     is invariant.  

(II) Let    be a continuous RDS. Then if   is invariant, then so is  ̅  

 

Theorem1.5.10[2,4,10]:   

         Let       be a continuous RDS ,     and        .If   is 

compact and      is closed then 

            {{                          }} is closed random set. 
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Chapter Two 

Random Almost Periodic Point and Random Almost Periodic 

motion 

 

 

 

 

        

 

      In This chapter basic definition and fact concerning random dynamical 

system are proposed and studied. This chapter is divided into six sections. 

Prove some observable features of the trajectories in section 1. In section 2, we 

introduce and prove random fixed points and random periodic points for 

random dynamical systems. In section 3, we'll look at the Omega-Limit set. 

Define a minimal random set and show various features of minimal RDSs in 

Section 4. In section 5, study at almost periodic points in RDSs verify several 

features, and explore how they relate to the other topics covered. In section 6, 

study almost periodic motion in RDSs and prove some properties and also its 

relationship with a random almost periodic points.   

 

2.1Trajectories : 

         In this section, we describe some measurable properties of the 

trajectories of RDS. 

 

Definition 2.1.1[10]: 

  Let          be multifunction. We call the multifunction   

  
     ⋃                    , the tail (from the moment  ) of the pull 

back trajectories emanating from  . If      {    } is a single valued 

function, then           
     is said to be the (pull back) trajectory 

emanating from           ⋃                        
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In the deterministic case    is a one-point set and             is a semi 

group continuous mapping. Therefore in this case the tail   
  has the form: 

  
  ⋃          ⋃                      

 . 

Definition 2.1.2[10]: 

          Let      and       
  and   

  be the mappings from   to   , which 

are defined as follows: 

  (1)        {                    }  

(2)   
     {                     } 

(3)   
     {                     }  

For each     , the sets   ,   
 , and   

  are called the trajectory, the 

forward semi-trajectory, and backward semi-trajectory, respectively. 

 

Proposition 2.1.3[15]: 

         The sets   ,   
 , and   

  are invariant random sets, for     .  

 

2.2 Random Fixed Points and Random Periodic Points : 

In General, cannot expect that one point     is fixed by (almost) all 

mappings       . However, there is an appropriate generalization of the 

concept of a fixed point. In this section, some new properties of random fixed 

points and random periodic points for RDSs are studied. A basic adjustment to 

the concept of random fixed point described in [4,10] is made in the following. 

 Definition 2.2.1[20]: 

A random variable      is said to be a random fixed point (also 

known as a random invariant point or stationary solution) for the RDS      , if 

                  for all    . 
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Remark 2.2.2[2,4,10]: 

If   {  } consists of a single point, then an RDS over       is just 

a dynamical system generated by the single homeomorphism        . 

 

Definition 2.2.3[15]:  

          A random variable      is said to be a random periodic point of 

RDS       if  for every       there exist      such that 

                            .  

 

Remark 2.2.4[15]: 

         Each random fixed point in any RDS is a random periodic point. 

 

Theorem 2.2.5: 

         Let               be two     over the same       with phase 

space    and    respectively. Assume that the system        and        

are conjugate by a random homeomorphism   from    onto    and there 

exists a random periodic point    of        then  (         )        is 

also random periodic point of        . 

Proof: Suppose that        and        are conjugate by a random 

homeomorphism          . Now if         is a random periodic 

point then                                               

                                                     

Since        and        are conjugate then  

 (                  )                                

  (                 )    (               ) for any         

                              for any      , and hence    is also 

random periodic point ■   
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2.3 Omega-Limit set : 

       In this section, we study the concept of an Omega-Limit set in RDS and 

discuss some of the properties of such systems. 

 

Definition2.3.1[10]: 

       Let          be multifunction. We call the multifunctions 

    
     {      {  }         {  }    (    

  )         

     (       
 )         } is said to be omega-limit of the 

trajectories emanating from  . Also the     
     {    

  {  }        {  }         
                         

     

      } are said to be the alpha-limit set of the trajectories emanating 

from   respectively. 

If   { }, we have 

       
     {     {  }                           

    

         }    

    
     {     {  }                           

   

      }   

Theorem 2.3.2[10]: 

      Let   
      be the omega-limit set of the trajectories emanating from   , 

then       ⋂   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

    ⋂ ⋃                    
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

    . 

 

Theorem2.3.3[10]: 

      is random closed set. 

 

Theorem2.3.4[10]: 

      is invariant set. 
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Proposition2.3.5[22]: 

If   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is compact then         . 

 

2.4Minimal random set: 

         Minimal systems are equivalents of ergodic measures in topological 

dynamics, and they are natural generalizations of periodic orbits. They were 

first defined in 1912 by G. D. Birkhof. G. D. Birkhof uncovered the essential 

fact that there are minimal sets in any compact system.  

 

Definition2.4.1[15]: 

      Let       be a random dynamical system. A random subset      of   

is called minimal whenever it is non-empty random invariant set and random 

closed set while no proper random subset of      has these properties. 

 

Theorem2.4.2[4]: 

     Assume     is a non-empty random set in  .The properties of     are 

equivalent in the following ways:         

(i)       is minimal in  . 

(ii)   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅        for every       . 

(iii)       is closed and invariant and for every  non- empty random open 

subset   of   either        {                    }    

  or        {                    } . 

Theorem2.4.3[4]: 

          
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is minimal if and only if      such that     

       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

then     
       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . 
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Theorem2.4.4[12]: 

     Every random compact non-empty invariant subset of the continuous 

          includes a minimal random subset. 

 

Theorem2.4.5[15]: 

     Let         and       be two      on the same       with phase 

space    and    respectively. Assume that the system        and        

are conjugate by a random homeomorphism   from    onto    .If         

is minimal in        then                  is minimal in       . 

Proof: Assume that       is minimal in        by hypothesis           

is a non-empty random closed set and invariant , since   is homeomorphism 

then       is a non-empty random closed set and invariant .Now let 

            be anon-empty invariant closed random subset of   . 

Then               
          is a non-empty random closed set .By 

hypothesis either   (       )    (       ) or    (       )   . 

Then either             or         ■ 

 

2.5 Random almost periodic point:  

      In this section, we'll go through the definition of an almost periodic point 

in RDSs, as well as some of its features. 

 

Definition2.5.1: 

       A random variable   is said to be a random almost periodic point, if for  

each open random set      with                 , the set        

{                     } is relatively dense. 
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Theorem2.5.2: 

      Let      be RDS,     .If     is a random almost periodic point, 

then          is a random almost periodic point. 

Proof: Let      be an open random set with                

                  {                       } 

 {                              } 

 {                              } 

 {                                } 

   (               ). 

Since        is relatively dense, then  (               ) is also 

relatively dense. Hence          is random almost periodic point ■ 

 

Theorem 2.5.3: 

      The set of all random almost periodic point in           is a random 

invariant set. 

Proof: We define       as the set of all random almost periodic points 

show that          is measurable. Let     and     then 

{   (      )   }  {               }, Set          be an 

open set implies {          } is measurable    (      ) is 

measurable and   is random set. Since     then   is random almost 

periodic points. i.e. For all open random set      with              

 , the set        {                     }  is relatively dense, 

then               . Hence   is a random invariant set ■ 
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Theorem2.5.4: 

      If   is random periodic point in          , then   is a random almost 

periodic point in           . 

Proof: Let   be a random periodic point and      be a random open set 

with           and                  , let     be a positive 

number and        . Now 

                                          

                               

                                

                                   

                             , set       

                            

     {                           } 

                 implies that 

                  . As a result        is relatively dense, and so   is 

a random almost periodic point. ■  

Corollary 2.5.5:  

       If   is a random fixed point in          , then   is a random almost 

periodic point           . 

Proof:   is a random periodic point, according to Remark 2.2.7. Also, 

according to Theorem2.5.4,   is a random almost periodic point. ■ 
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Theorem2.5.6: 

          Let       be a continuous RDS with   is regular Hausdorff space and 

   , then 

i. If    is a random almost periodic point then   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a minimal   

    random subset of  . 

ii. If    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is compact and minimal then   is a random almost periodic  

point. 

iii. If   is locally compact space then   is a random almost periodic point 

iff    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a compact minimal random set .    

Proof: (i) By Theorem2.4.3. Now let     
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , in order to prove that 

    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , consider an open random set      with       . As   is 

regular,      may be assumed to be closed in   .Since   is a random almost 

periodic point we have            for some compact subset   of     

then   
     {              } 

              {                     }    

                            

   
     {                    }  

                  {                           }         .  

Impels that          is a closed subset of   hence   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅         , 

consequently           whence   
           . This shows that 

    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  .  

 (ii) Let      be an open random set with            . By 

assumption that   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a compact and minimal random there is a finite 

subset   of   such that   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   {                    }. 
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Now if     Then                  
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  so 

                                for some     

 that is                           

                                 hence 

                    . This show that        is relatively dense 

in   . 

(iii) Since   is locally compact space .Then          neigherborhood  ̅ to 

  such that  ̅ is compact set in  . Recall that           an open random set 

     with        such that closure of      is compact in  . Now if   is 

random almost periodic point then   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is minimal random set by (i). 

Since    
     ⋃                     thus   

     is a compact minimal 

random set. Conversely if   
     is compact and minimal random set  then 

by  (ii) we get   is random almost periodic point ■ 

Corollary2.5.7:  

         If   is compact and     ,then   is a random almost periodic point iff  

  
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a minimal random set. 

Proof: Since   is compact  and     then   is locally compact then by 

Theorem2.5.6 (iii) we get   is a random almost periodic point iff    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   is 

a minimal random set ■ 

Corollary2.5.8: 

       Let       be a continuous     and     be such that   
     is 

compact .Then       contains a random almost periodic point.  
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Proof: By Theorems2.3.3 and 2.3.4 then       is a random closed set and 

invariant . Now by proposition2.3.5       is anon-empty compact by  

Theorem 2.4.4 then       includes a minimal random set also by    

Theorem 2.5.6       contains a random almost periodic point ■ 

 

Theorem2.5.9: 

        Let        and        be two      over the same       with phase 

space    and    respectively. Assume that the system        and        

are conjugate by a random homeomorphism   from    onto   . If 

          
             is a random almost periodic point of        

then         is also random almost periodic point of        .  

Proof: Let                                 be an open random set, 

since       is a random almost periodic point of        then for every an open 

random set          
             with                   the set 

         {                           } is relatively dense 

          {                        
         }  

Since   is homeomorphism then 

                             {                                 } . 

Since        and        are conjugate then 

 (                    )    (               ) for any      . 

By hypothesis           
             we get                        

and hence  

          {       (               )       }  

                                                   {                          }  

                                                            .  

Since          is relatively dense then          is also relatively dense  

and hence          is a random almost periodic point ■ 
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Theorem 2.5.10: 

         If    is a random almost periodic point of         and    is a random 

almost periodic point of        , then       is also a random almost 

periodic point of               . 

Proof:  Define                       ,        . Since    and    

are random variables then   is a random variable. Since    and    are a 

random almost periodic points, then for each open random sets        and 

       with              ,             ,        , such that 

         {                           } and          {  

                         } are relatively dense. Now define 

                      , since        and        are open 

random sets with               ,             ,        . Then  

         is also open random set with                         

 . To show that        {                        } is relatively 

dense,        {            ̅      ̅     ̅ }  ̅          

                          {                                       } 

                          {                                       } 

                          {                                           

             } 

                         {                              }   

{                               }                     is 

relatively dense, and hence        is relatively dense. This show that 

      is a random almost periodic point ■ 
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Theorem2.5.11:  

         If   is a random almost periodic point of      , then   is a random 

almost periodic point of        , where         is RDS generated by 

     . 

Proof: Define         ̅    ̅               ,where        ̅  and 

             ̅      .Let    ̅       be an open random set with 

   ̅     ̅ , we want show that 

        {            ̅      ̅     ̅ } is relatively dense. Now  

       {            ̅      ̅     ̅ } 

               {                        } 

                     . 

Since   is a random almost periodic point of      , then        is 

relatively dense and hence        is also relatively dense. i.e.   is a 

random almost periodic point of        . ■ 

 

2.6Random almost periodic motion  

       In this section, we define almost periodic motion in RDS and prove 

various features. 

 

Definition2.6.1:  

        If       is a continuous    , then a random motion        in   is 

called random almost periodic motion if for every tempered random variable 

      , there exists a relatively dense subset of numbers {  } called 

displacements such that for every     there exist     with : 

 (               ((     
 )         ))   (   

 )      and 

each    . 
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Theorem2.6.2: 

        If a random motion        is almost periodic motion, then every 

random motion        with     
     is almost periodic motion with the 

same set of displacements {  } corresponding to a given tempered random 

variable        .  

Proof: Indeed, for any tempered random variable      
    , there is a set 

of displacements {  }such that 

 (               ((     
 )         ))   (   

 )         (i)  

for every              and each     .If      
     then there is 

      Such that                   or                     

                                       

                             .                                   (ii)  

By substituting (i) in (ii), and set       

 we get  (               ((     
 )         ))   (   

 )  

for every              and each    , as   is fixed this proves the 

theorem ■ 

 

Theorem2.6.3: 

       If the random motion       is almost periodic motion and   
     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ is a 

Random compact, then every random motion        with     
     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is 

almost periodic motion with the same set of displacements {  } for any 

given        but with the strict inequality     replaced by    . 
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Proof:  For every    
     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  , there is a sequence {  }    

     such that  

    . By Theorem2.6.2 for any  (   
 )   , there is a set of 

displacements {  } such that:  

 (                ((     
 )          ))   (   

 ) for all   

              {  } and    {  } for every    . Now keeping  

          and    {  } fixed but arbitrary. Now since   is continuous 

    then                                                                            (i)   

                                                        (ii)   

from (i)  and  (ii)  we get  

 (               ((     
 )         ))   (   

 ) for every 

              and     {  } ■ 

Theorem2.6.4: 

        Let        and       be two      over the same       with phase 

space    and    respectively. Assume that the system        and        

are conjugate by a random homeomorphism   from    onto   . If        

is a random almost periodic motion of       , then            is also 

random almost periodic motion of       .   

Proof: Since       is a random almost periodic motion of        then 

there exist a relatively dense subset of numbers {  } and for every   

                                                
   for each 

  ,       and       ,    . Since             is homeomorphism, 

so                                                   
     

for each    ,       and       ,     also, since        and        are 

conjugate then                                        and 

                                         .  
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   for each 

  ,       and      ,     and hence    is a random almost periodic 

motion of         ■ 

Theorem2.6.5: 

      Let       be an RDS. If        is a random almost periodic motion, 

then            a random almost periodic point for every          . 

Proof:  Let        be a random almost periodic motion and let 

   {          }be a random tempered open set. Since        be a 

random almost periodic motion then for every tempered random variable 

         there exist a relatively dense subset of numbers {  } called 

displacements such that for every     there exist     with 

 (                         )   (   
 )      and each   .  

Define        {                                  }. Since 

there exist a relatively dense subset of numbers {  },we get        is 

relatively dense, as a result   is a random almost periodic point ■ 
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Chapter Three 

Random Almost Automorphic Point  

 

 

            

 

 

      In this chapter, we'll study the concept of an almost automorphic point in 

RDSs. The definition of an almost automorphic point in RDSs was described 

in section 1 along with proofs of various features. We study the relationship 

between random almost automorphic points and a minimal random set in 

section 2. We study the relationship between random almost automorphic 

points and random almost periodic points in section 3. 

 

3.1Random Almost Automorphic Point: 

In this section, we study the concept of almost automorphic points in RDS 

with some properties.      

 

Definition3.1.1: 

      A random variable       is said to be random almost automorphic 

point if for each sequence {  }    then there exists a subsequence {   
}  

{  } and a random variable       such that 

 {           (   
      

 ) (     
 )      }      and 

 {           (   
      

 ) (     
 )         }   .  
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Theorem 3.1.2:  

         If       is a random almost automorphic point, then            is 

also a random almost automorphic point. 

Proof:  Since      is a random almost automorphic point, then for each  

sequence {  }    then there exists a subsequence {   
}  {  } and  

a random variable       such that 

 {           (   
      

 ) (     
 )      }    and 

 {           (   
      

 ) (     
 )         }   . 

Now since    (   
      

 ) (     
 )    

         (   
      

 ) (     
 )            

  (     
  ) (     

 )          

  (   
      

         (     
 ))          

    
   

   (   
      

         (     
 ))             

  {     
   

   (   
      

         (     
 ))            }    

also since  (   
      

 ) (     
 )       

         (   
      

 ) (     
 )              

  (     
  ) (     

 )             

  (   
      

         (     
 ))             

    
   

   (   
      

         (     
 ))                

  {     
   

   (   
      

         (     
 ))               }   . 

Hence            is a random almost automorphic point ■ 
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Theorem 3.1.3: 

     Let        and       be two      over the same       with phase 

space    and    respectively. Assume that the system        and        

are conjugate by a random homeomorphism   from    onto   . If        

is random almost automorphic point for       , then         
      

        
      is a random almost automorphic point of       . 

Proof: Suppose that    and    are conjugate by a random homeomorphism 

  from    onto   , if       is random almost automorphic point for 

      , then for each sequence {  }    then there exists a subsequence 

{   
}  {  } and a random variable       such that  

 {           (   
      

 ) (     
 )      }   and 

 {           (   
      

 ) (     
 )         }   .  

Since   is homeomorphism ,then 

  (    
    (   

      
 )  (     

 ))   (    
    )       

   (   
      

 ) (     
    )   (    

    )          Set 

 (    
    )       (   

      
 )        

      

i.e.               
      

          
             

  {     
   

        
      

          
        }     and also 

 (    
    (   

      
 )  (     

 ))   (    
       )       

    (   
      

 )       
       (       (     

 ))      . 

Set    (     
    )          

   

   (   
      

 )        
           

         . 
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i.e.               
      

          
     (     

 )         

   {                
      

          
     (     

 )   }   . 

This show that         
      is a random almost automorphic point ■ 

Theorem 3.1.4:  

        If      is a random almost automorphic point of      , then   is  

a random almost automorphic point of        . 

Proof: Define       ̅            , where        ̅  and   

           ̅          ̅       , by  Theorem1.4. 3         is also 

random dynamical system. Since   is a random almost automorphic point of 

      then for each sequence {  }    then there exists a subsequence 

{   
}  {  } and a random variable     suchthat  

 {           (   
      

 ) (     
 )      }    and 

 {           (   
      

 ) (     
 )         }   . Now 

   
   

    (   
      

 ̅)  (     
 ̅)    

    
   

   (   
      

 ) (     
 )       

  {     
   

    (   
      

 ̅)  (     
 ̅)      }   , and also  

          (   
      

 ̅)  (     
 ̅)     ̅   

          (    
  ) (     

 )           

    {                
      

 ̅)  (     
 ̅)     ̅    }   , hence   

is a random almost automorphic point of         ■ 
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Theorem3.1.5: 

       If    is a random almost automorphic point of         and    is a 

random almost automorphic point of        , then       is also a random 

almost automorphic point of               . 

Proof: By Theorem 1.4.4                is a random dynamical system 

, since    and    are a random variable, then       is also a random 

variable,             . Define                        , need 

show that          is a random almost automorphic point. Since    and    

are a random almost automorphic point, then for each sequence {  }    

there exists a subsequence {   
}  {  } and a random variable       such 

that  {           (   
      

  )   (     
  )       }    and  

 {           (   
      

  )   (     
  )           }    .   

 {           (    
   )                

      }   , and 

 {           (   
      

  )   (     
  )       }    and 

{           (   
      

  )   (     
  )           }    . 

Now set:       
              

      

   
   

   (   
       )            

    
   

   (   
         )                      

    
   

   (   
               (   

   )          ) 

    
   

   (   
   )              

   
   (   

   )              

We get           (   
  )           where            

  {           (   
  )          }   , and by a similar way get 

  {           (   
  )            }   . Hence       is  

a random almost automorphic point ■  
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3.2 Random almost Automorphic point and minimal random set:  

         We'll study the relationship between a random almost automorphic 

point and a minimal random set in this section. 

Theorem 3.2.1: 

      Let      be a RDS on a compact metric space  . If     is a random 

almost automorphic point, then    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a minimal random set of  . 

Proof: If    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is not minimal random set, then there exists a minimal 

random set      such that                 .Let       , then  

     
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . Then there exists a sequence {  }     

                

   
          There exists {  }         (   

      
 ) (     

 ) i.e.  

 (   
      

 ) (     
 )   . Since   is a random almost automorphic 

point of    {           (   
      

 ) (     
 )      }    is 

holds for some {   
} of {  } , but  (   

      
 ) (     

 )         
       

 [     is invariant] for all   and hence we have             
   this 

contradiction. Hence   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a minimal random set ■ 

 

Corollary 3.2.2:  

      If   is a random almost automorphic point and for all     such that 

    
       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , then     

       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . 

Proof: By Theorem3.1.2 then    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a minimal random set and by let 

   , if     
       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , then by Theorem2.4.3 we get    

       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  

so     
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  ■  
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3.3 Random almost Automorphic point and Random almost periodic 

point:  

     We'll study the relationship between random almost automorphic points 

and random almost periodic point in this section. 

 

Theorem 3.3.1: 

     Let       be a RDS on a compact metric space  . If     is a random 

almost automorphic point, then   is a random almost periodic point. 

Proof: By Theorem 3.2.1, if     is a random almost automorphic point 

,then    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a minimal random set. And by Corollary2.5.7, hence   is a 

random almost periodic point ■ 

Corollary3.3.2:  

        Let       be a RDS on a locally compact metric space  . If    random 

is almost automorphic point, then   is random almost periodic point. 

Proof: By Theorem 3.1.2, if     is a random almost automorphic point, 

then    
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a minimal random set and by Theorem 2.5.5  we get   is 

random almost periodic point ■ 

Corollary3.3.3:  

       Let   be a compact space. If     is a random almost automorphic 

point, then       contains a random almost periodic point. 

Proof: Since   is a random almost automorphic point, then by Theorem 

3.1.2   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a minimal random set. Now since     and   is compact 

then   
    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is compact .i.e.         (If   

    ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is compact then       

 ) and since       is a closed, invariant random set, get       includes a 

minimal random set Theorem 2.4.4  also by Theorem 2.5.5       contains 

a random almost periodic point ■  
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  الوستخلص

           

 

 

 

الشسالتهىدساستهفهىمالٌقاطالشبتراتيتوالٌقاطالشبتدوسيتفيٍاىالهذفالشئيسيهيهز

األًظوتالعشىائيتفيبٌيتهتشيت.فيالجزءاألولتنتعشيفالٌقطتالشبتدوسيتالعشىائيتهعبعض

و الخصائصحيثتنأيجادعالقتبييهزاالوفهىموبعضالوفاهينهثلالٌقطتالذوسيتالعشىائيت

أيضافيهزاالجزءتنتعشيفالٌقطتلصاهذةالعشىائيتوالوجوىعاثاألصغشيتالعشىائيت.الٌقطتا

العشىائيتالحشكيتوتىصلٌاالىعالقتبييالوفهىهيي.فيالجزءالثاًيتنتعشيفالٌقطتالشبتراتيت

السابق الوفاهين وكزلك الوفهىم هزا بيي عالقت أيجاد وتن الخصائص بعض هع هثلالعشىائيت ت

.الوجوىعتاألصغشيتالعشىائيتوالٌقطتالشبتدوسيتالعشىائيت
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